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BACKGROUND. Validation of the prognostic indices for the recurrence-free interval

of patients with parotid carcinoma, the development of which was described in a

previous report, is needed to be confident of their generalizability and justified

prospective use.

METHODS. The Dutch Cooperative Group on Head and Neck Cancer database

contains 231 patients with parotid carcinoma from six tertiary referral centers who

were seen between 1985–1994. This database was used to validate the predictive

value of the prognostic indices, PS1 (pretreatment index predicting recurrence)

and PS2 (posttreatment index predicting recurrence), in patients with parotid

carcinoma. Validation methods included calculation of both indices for each

patient, comparison of coefficients, construction of survival curves using the

published cutoff points, and calculation of concordance measure C. Wald tests for

optimization of scale and weights of the contributing variables, and for possible

score improvement by including other variables, were also performed.

RESULTS. The 5-year disease-free rate was 62% (standard error � 4% ). PS1 was

calculated for 183 patients. The previously set cutoff points resulted in 5-year disease-

free rates that ranged from 92% (PS1 � 1) to 42% for the least favorable group (PS1

� 4). Concordance measure C was 0.74. The postoperative score, PS2, was calculated

for 171 patients. Previous cutoff points resulted in 5-year disease-free rates that ranged

from 90% (PS2 � 1) to 40% (PS2 � 4). Concordance measure C was 0.71. Both PS1 and

PS2 did not improve using the findings in this independent material.

CONCLUSIONS. The prognostic indices performed adequately in this validation

sample. This finding demonstrates that the prognosis of a parotid carcinoma

patient can be quantified by using a weighted combination of the parameters of

age, pain, clinical T (cT) classification, clinical N (cN) classification, skin invasion,

facial nerve dysfunction, perineural growth, and involved surgical margins. A

quantified prognosis, in terms of the recurrence-free interval, can be used to

provide information to the patient, to perform clinical trials, and eventually to

make clinical decisions. A user-friendly translation and computerized calculation

of the indices should be the next step toward generalized prospective use and

repetitive evaluation of the indices. Cancer 2003;97:1453– 63.
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Parotid carcinoma is an uncommon disease and
occurs each year in approximately 75 new patients

in The Netherlands.1 This low incidence, as well as the
wide range of histologies involved, complicates the
search for prognostic factors.

In a previous publication, Vander Poorten et al.
performed a Cox proportional hazards regression
analysis2 and constructed a prognostic model, based
on 151 parotid carcinoma patients from The Nether-
lands Cancer Institute, further referred to as “the
source population.”3 The resulting information was
used to create a prognostic index. For one patient, the
index sums the properly weighted contributions of
each important clinical and histologic characteristic4

into one number, corresponding to the oncologic out-
come, tumor recurrence. Table 1 displays PS1, a pre-
treatment index, and PS2, a posttreatment index that
incorporates data from the surgical specimen. To our
knowledge, they are the only available prognostic in-
dices for parotid carcinoma in the literature.

These indices showed prognostic discrimination
in the source population.3 However, when a prognos-
tic index is applied to the source population it was
constructed from, an overestimated discriminating
power called “over-optimism” results.6,7 To establish

the real predictive power, a prognostic index needs to
be validated in independent patient material.6,8

Therefore, the main objective of the current study is
the validation and eventual improvement of the pub-
lished indices.3

Validation involves an appropriate patient sam-
ple, measurement of required prognostic variables,
and comparison of predictions with outcomes. It sug-
gests answering two major questions regarding clini-
cal and statistical validation.6 The first question is
does the index predict accurately enough? Accuracy
suggests discrimination (i.e., the relative ranking of
individual risk is in the correct order) and calibration
(i.e., the predicted recurrence rate is neither too high
nor too low).8 If this accuracy proves to be generaliz-
able (reproducible and transportable), clinical useful-
ness of the index is likely. The second question is
whether this index is the best one that can be con-
structed statistically.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
The Dutch Head and Neck Oncology Cooperative
Group (NWHHT) parotid carcinoma database con-
tains 257 consecutive patient records from the aca-

TABLE 1.
Prognostic Indices PS1 and PS2 to be Validateda

Pretherapeutic prognostic index:
PS1 � 0.024 * A � 0.62 * P � 0.44 * T � 0.45 * N � 0.63 * S � 0.91 * F

Posttherapeutic prognostic index:
PS2 � 0.018* A � 0.39 * T � 0.34 * N � 0.70 * S � 0.56 * F � 0.78 * PG � 0.65 * PM

Variable Number to enter in the formula Variable Number to enter in the formula

A � age at diagnosis Number in yrs A � age at diagnosis Number in yrs
P � pain on presentation 1 � no pain,

2 � pain or numbness
T � clinical T classification T1 (� 2 cm) � 0, T2 (2–4 cm) � 1,

T3 (4–6 cm) � 2, T4 (� 6 cm) � 3
T � clinical T classificationb T1 (� 2 cm) � 0,

T2 (2–4 cm) � 1, T3 (4–6 cm) � 2,
T4 (� 6 cm) � 3

N � clinical N classification N0 � 0, N1 � 1, N2a � 2,
N2b � 3, N2c � 4, N3 � 5

N � clinical N classification N0 � 0, N1 � 1,
N2a � 2, N2b � 3,
N2c � 4, N3 � 5)

S � skin invasion 1 � no invasion,
2 � invasion

S � skin invasion 1 � no invasion,
2 � invasion

F � facial nerve dysfunction 1 � intact function,
2 � paresis-paralysis

F � facial nerve dysfunction 1 � intact function,
2 � paresis-paralysis

PG � perineural growth in the
resection specimen

1 � no, 2 � yes

PM � positive surgical margins 1 � no, 2 � yes

PS1 value PS1 level PS2 value PS2 level
� 3.85 1 � 3.99 1
3.85–4.74 2 3.99–4.80 2
4.75–5.80 3 4.81–5.67 3
� 5.80 4 � 5.67 4

a PS1 and PS2 are the numbers resulting from the sum of the different terms in the formula in the upper row. For example, for a 30-year-old patient with a nontender 3-cm (T2) nodule, no palpable neck lymph

nodes (N0), no skin invasion, and normal facial nerve function, replacing the variables, as listed in the six lower rows, by their adequate values results in the completed formula: PS1 � 0.024 * 30 � 0.62 * 1 � 0.44

* 1 � 0.45 * 0 � 0.63 * 1 � 0.91 * 1 � 3.32. This score translates to a PS1 level 1 and hence predicts a 92% chance to be recurrence free after 5 years (see Table 3).
b International Union Against Cancer.5
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demic centers of Groningen, Leiden, Maastricht/Heer-
len, Nijmegen, Rotterdam, and Utrecht for the period
1985–1994. After the exclusion of 26 patients, 231 pa-
tients remained. Because PS1 and PS2 were con-
structed to predict the recurrence-free interval, 4 pa-
tients with M1 and 15 patients with residual disease at
the end of curative intent treatment were excluded.
Four other patients with unknown tumor status after
1, 6, 11, and 88 months of follow-up, for whom the
date of last tumor status could not be reconstructed,
were also excluded. Two other patients had two
records. For one of these patients, the record with the
more complete follow-up was retained. Both records
of the other patient had several differences, indicating
a double primary tumor, and were excluded. The me-
dian follow-up of patients who were alive at the end of
follow-up was 52 months. All histopathologic diag-
noses were made by experienced head and neck pa-
thologists. The histology of the resection specimen
was reviewed and reclassified according to the 1991
World Health Organization (WHO) classification sys-
tem9,10 by three head and neck pathologists. For anal-
ysis using the Cox proportional hazards model, the
levels of the WHO classifications were reduced to a
high–low grade malignancy dichotomy, as explained
in Table 2. For 16 of 231 patients, review was not
possible (no surgical treatment in 6 patients and sur-
gical treatment given but slides were missing in the
archives for 10 patients).

Table 2 displays patient, tumor, and treatment
characteristics. Of 231 patients, 189 (82%) were treated
with surgery and postoperative radiotherapy (local in
34% and locoregional in 66%). The median postoper-
ative local dose was 64 grays (Gy). Regional radiother-
apy was a median dose of 50 Gy in elective neck
treatment (n � 109) and a median dose of 64 Gy for
patients with metastatic lymph nodes (n � 49). The
median fraction dose was 200 centigrays (cGy). Twen-
ty-nine patients underwent surgery and 11 patients
underwent radiotherapy as the single treatment mo-
dality.

Methods
The methodology used is described in our previous
work.11 To address clinical validation, we evaluated
the predictive power of PS (PS1 and PS2) in the
NWHHT patients. First, discrimination was evaluated
by calculating the scores for each patient and con-
structing Kaplan–Meier recurrence-free interval
curves12 using the cutoff points as defined in the
source population.3 This provided a visual idea of
discriminative capacity and of preservation of correct
ordering of patient groups. Quantification of the
amount of fit of the indices to the new data was done

by entering the newly calculated PS in the Cox model
and by comparing the obtained coefficient to the
value of 1 in the source population. Comparison of
patient ordering according to PS and recurrence time
was done by computing concordance measure C.13

Analogous to the area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve for diagnostic tools, this measure
estimates the proportion of pairs of patients in whom
the highest PS correlates to the shortest disease-free
interval. Briefly, it is the proportion of all pairs of
patients in whom the order of the two prognostic
indices concurs with the order of the observed recur-
rence-free periods. Calibration was evaluated by com-
paring the observed recurrence-free percentages for
the different levels of PS with the reported percentages
in the source population.

Statistical validation was addressed in four ways.
First, we reevaluated the weights for the individual
prognostic variables as calculated in the source pop-
ulation, checking whether these were optimal or not.
For each variable, a Cox model was fitted with only the
PS and that variable as covariates. This resulted in an
estimate of univariate optimal change for one variable
at a time. The significance of the resulting improve-
ment in prognostic power was then judged by the P
value, which was generated by the Wald test. We also
fitted the Cox model, containing all variables included
in the PS, and defined their individual optimal weight
in the new data. These weights were subsequently
compared with the ones reported in the source pop-
ulation.

Second, scale definition of the variables was re-
considered, mainly with regard to categorization. For
interval or ordinal variables (age, cT, and cN), dummy
variables, indicating the categories (e.g., age � 40
years, age 40 –70 years, and age � 70 years) were
entered in the Cox model in addition to PS, including
the original interval or ordinal variable. Improvement
was judged from the Wald test.

Third, predictive power improvement resulting
from inclusion of new patient or tumor characteristics
was judged from the P value generated by the Wald
test. Coefficients were corrected for treatment type.

Fourth, the proportional hazards assumption was
verified by plotting the weighted Schoenfeld residuals
against time and drawing a smoothed spline through
the points.14 Based on the spline appearance, a PS–
time interaction term was tested for significance in a
time-dependent proportional hazards model. The lin-
earity of the relation between PS and ln(hazard) was
tested by inspecting the plot of the deviance residuals
against PS15, as well as by testing prediction improve-
ment by adding dummy variables that indicate the
original categorization of PS, to the linear term.

Validated Prognostic Index/Vander Poorten et al. 1455



TABLE 2
Patient, Tumor, and Treatment Characteristics (n � 231)

Patient characteristics Tumor characteristics

Variable n %a Variable n %

Gender
Male 126 55
Female 105 45

Age (yrs)
�40 30 13
40–70 119 52
� 70 82 35

Center
AZG Groningen 22 10
UMC Leiden 31 13
AZM/RTIL Maastricht/Heerlen 26 11
UMC Nijmegen 29 13
AZR Rotterdam 86 37
UMC Utrecht 37 16

Pain
No pain 173 75
Pain or numbness 58 25

Treatment characteristics

Surgery
Local excision 15 6
Superficial parotidectomy 63 27
Total parotidectomy with

facial nerve preservation
88 38

Total parotidectomy without
facial nerve preservation

51 22

Debulking 2 1
No surgery 12 5

Spill
Yes 43 19
No 176 76
NA 12 5

RT beam
Photon beam 90 45
Electron beam 33 17
Photons and electrons

combined
75 38

Missing 4
Treatment combination

Surgery alone 29 13
Surgery and postoperative RT 190 82

Local (n � 69)
Local � regional (n � 119)
Missing (n � 2)

RT alone 11 4.5
RT and chemotherapy 1 0.5

Skin
No invasion 211 91
Invasion 20 9

Facial nerve dysfunction
Intact function 186 81
Paresis-paralysis 45 19

cT classificationb

cT1 35 19
cT2 85 46
cT3 47 26
cT4 17 9
Missing 47

cNb

cN0 193 85
cN1 9 4
cN2a 7 3
cN2b 15 7
cN3 3 1
Missing 4

Cytology
Not suspect 26 17
Acinic cell carcinoma 12 8
Other malignancy 115 75
NA 78

Tumor localization
Superficial lobe 148 64
Deep lobe 27 12
Superficial and deep 44 19
NA 12 5

Perineural growth
No 159 69
Yes 60 26
NA 12 5

Vascular invasion
Yes 33 14
No 186 81
NA 12 5

Positive margins
No 71 31
Yes 148 64
NA 12 5

Histologic classificationc

Acinic cell carcinoma 33 15
Mucoepidermoid carcinoma (low grade, n � 9) 32 14.5
Adenoid cystic carcinoma 36 16
Polymorphous low-grade adenocarcinoma 3 1
Epithelial-myoepithelial carcinoma 7 3
Basal cell adenocarcinoma 0 0
Sebaceous carcinoma 0 0
Papillary cystadenocarcinoma 5 2
Mucinous adenocarcinoma 1 0.5
Oncocytic carcinoma 2 1
Salivary duct carcinoma 10 4.5

(continued)
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P values are adjusted for multiple comparisons
only where explicitly stated. Survival-type calculations
were performed using the Kaplan–Meier product-limit
method.12 Standard errors (SE) were calculated ac-
cording to the method of Peto et al.16

RESULTS
Treatment Results
The 5-year survival rate was 65% (SE � 4%). Of 231
patients, 81 patients experienced a recurrence (local, n
� 13; locoregional, n � 4; local and distant, n � 5;
locoregional and distant, n � 6; regional only, n � 4;
regional and distant, n � 5; distant only, n � 44).
Recurrence-free rates are estimated as 74% (SE � 3%)
at 2 years and 62% (SE � 4%) at 5 years. This is similar

to the findings in the source population where 64 % of
patients were recurrence free at 5 years.3

Clinical Validation
PS1 was calculated for 183 patients. It could not be
calculated for 48 patients with 23 recurrences because
of missing values in contributing variables, mainly cT
(47 patients). After score calculation (range,
2.62– 8.36), the group was divided according to the
published cutoff points (� 3.85, 3.85– 4.74, 4.75–5.80,
� 5.80).3 The 5-year recurrence-free rates were 92% (n
� 40, SE � 7%) for the most favorable group, 70% (n
� 56, SE � 9%) for the second best group, 59% (n � 60,
SE � 11%) for the third group, and 42% (n � 27, SE
� 32%) for the least favorable group. Figure 1 shows

TABLE 2
(continued)

Patient characteristics Tumor characteristics

Variable n %a Variable n %

Adenocarcinoma 18 8
Malignant myoepithelioma 1 0.5
Carcinoma in pleomorphic adenoma 24 11
Squamous cell carcinoma 17 8
Small cell carcinoma 0 0
Undifferentiated carcinoma 20 9
Other carcinomas 6 3
Cytology only 6 3
Missing 10

Grade (WHO 197217)d

Low grade 42 20
High grade 169 80
Missing 20

Grade (WHO 19919,10)e

Low grade 50 25
High grade 148 75
Missing 33

Extracapsular growth
No/no lymph nodes in neck specimen/no
neck specimen 202 86

Yes 29 14
Metastatic lymph nodes

0 180 78
1 positive lymph node 13 6
2–5 positive lymph nodes 15 6
�6 positive lymph nodes 23 10

NA: not applicable, because no surgical treatment; RT: radiotherapy; WHO: World Health Organization.
a Of total with known values.
b International Union Against Cancer.5

c Seifert and Sobin.9

d WHO 1972 classification; dichotomy high-grade group (high-grade mucoepidermoid carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, undifferentiated carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, malignant mixed tumor, adenoid cystic

carcinoma) vs. low-grade group (acinic cell carcinoma, low-grade mucoepidermoid carcinoma).
e WHO 1991 classification: dichotomy: high-grade group (high-grade mucoepidermoid carcinoma, adenoid cystic carcinoma, salivary duct carcinoma, adenocarcinoma not otherwise specified, carcinoma in

pleomorphic adenoma, small cell carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, and undifferentiated carcinoma) vs. low-grade group (acinic cell carcinoma, polymorphous low-grade adenocarcinoma, epithelial-

myoepithelial carcinoma, and basal cell adenocarcinoma).10

Validated Prognostic Index/Vander Poorten et al. 1457



the PS1-based recurrence-free interval curves per
group. We can visually verify the correct ordering.

PS2 was calculated for 171 patients and ranged
from 3.03 to 8.1. For 60 patients with 32 recurrences,
including 12 patients without surgery, PS2 could not
be calculated due to missing values in contributing
variables, mainly cT (47 patients). Categorizing ac-
cording to published cutoff points (� 3.99, 3.99 – 4.80,
4.81–5.67, � 5.67) yields 5-year recurrence-free rates
of 90% (n � 21, SE �10%) for the best group, 87% (n
� 56, SE � 7%) for the second best group, 70% (n � 50,
SE � 10%) for the third group, and 40% (n � 44, SE
� 16%) for the least favorable group. Figure 2 displays
the corresponding Kaplan–Meier recurrence-free in-
terval curves. For assessment of calibration, Table 3
displays recurrence-free rates according to PS1 and

PS2 levels, both in the source population and in the
validation sample. The data illustrate the overopti-
mism in estimating prognostic power when a prog-
nostic index is applied to the patients from whom it
was constructed.7 The four groups in the validation
sample have less diverging prognoses, with relatively
broader SE.

Quantification of the amount of fit of the index to
the new data by entering the newly calculated PS in
the Cox model resulted in a coefficient for PS1 of 0.66
(SE � 0.11), which is highly significant (P � 0.0001)
but is expectedly and considerably lower than 1.7 The
coefficient for PS2 in the Cox model is 0.62 (SE � 0.13),
which is highly significant (P � 0.0001) but is also
considerably lower than 1. This quantifies overopti-
mism in estimating prognostic power in the source
population as 34% for PS1 and 38% for PS2.

The concordance measure C for PS1 is 0.74, which
is lower than the 0.80 measure in the source popula-
tion. In addition, the concordance measure C for PS2
is 0.71, which is lower than the 0.78 measure in the
source population.

Statistical Validation
Weight evaluation
The relevant data resulting from the weight reevalua-
tion in the validation sample for PS1 and PS2 are
displayed in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Our data
provide no evidence that the originally defined
weights are less than optimal.

Definition reconsideration
For PS, age, cT classification, and cN classification
were included as linear variables. To determine
whether the Cox model including the categorized form
of these variables fits the validation data better than
the linearly defined form, we considered adding the
categorized variable to the model containing the lin-
early defined variable. For PS1, we found no evidence
of nonlinearity for age (P � 0.42) or cN (P � 0.19).
There may be some doubt regarding the linearity of cT
(P � 0.071). For PS2, we found no evidence of nonlin-
earity for age (P � 0.21) or cT (P � 0.12). There may be
some doubt concerning the linearity of cN (P � 0.087).

Consideration of other variables
For PS1, addition of gender (P � 0.76), localization of
the primary tumor within the parotid (P � 0.058),
cytologic (P � 0.65) or combined incisional biopsy,
and cytologic information (P �0.22) did not enhance
prognostic power.

For PS2, the addition of gender (P � 0.76), histo-
logic skin invasion (P � 0.095), clinical grade of ma-
lignancy according to the 1972 WHO classification (P

FIGURE 1. Recurrence-free interval by PS1 groups. Numbers above the time

axis refer to the number of patients at risk at that particular time spot during

the follow-up period.

FIGURE 2. Recurrence-free interval by PS2 groups. Numbers above the time

axis refer to the number of patients at risk at that particular time spot during

the follow-up period.
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� 0.98), localization of the primary tumor (P � 0.96),
intravascular growth (P � 0.19), extranodal growth in
neck specimens (P � 0.87), or the number of positive
lymph nodes in neck specimens (P � 0.42) did not
appear to increase prognostic power. Some evidence
was found for an additive prognostic effect of tumor
spill (P � 0.0081) and clinical grade of malignancy
according to the 1991 WHO classification9,10 (P �
0.043). Adjusted for each other, the ln (hazard ratios)
are 0.73 (� 0.15) for PS2, 0.93 (� 0.35) for spill, and

1.01 (� 0.49) for clinical grade of malignancy accord-
ing to the 1991 WHO classification.9,10

Testing the proportional hazards assumption,
no indication for a changing prognostic value of PS1
in time was found. We found no evidence of non-
linearity of the relation between PS1 and ln (hazard)
(P � 0.36). Therefore, increasing PS1 corresponds to
a linear increase in risk for recurrence, a risk that
remains stable during follow-up time. The same
holds for PS2, for which no improvement is ob-

TABLE 3
Recurrence Free Rates at 5 Years for Source and Validation Sample According to the Four Levels of PS1 and PS2

PS
levels

PS1 NWHHa

Percent recurrence free
(SE; no. of patients)

PS1 NKI/AvLb

Percent recurrence free
(SE; no. of patients)

PS2 NWHHT
Percent recurrence free
(SE; no. of patients)

PS2 NKI/AvL
Percent recurrence free
(SE; no. of patients)

1 92% (7%; 40) 92% (5%; 29) 90% (10%; 21) 95% (5%; 26)
2 70% (9%; 56) 83% (7%; 30) 87% (7%; 56) 83% (8%; 25)
3 59% (11%; 60) 48% (11%; 31) 70% (10%; 50) 56% (12%; 26)
4 42% (32%; 27) 23% (9%; 28) 40% (16%; 44) 42% (10%; 25)

SE: standard error.
a Validation sample Dutch Head and Neck Oncology Cooperative Group (NWHHT).
b Original sample from The Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI/AvL) from which PS1 and PS2 were derived.

TABLE 4
Optimal Weights in PS1 for the NWHHT Data Set

Variable Original weights3
Univariate optimal change
(� SE) P valuea

Multivariate weights
(� SE)

Age at diagnosis 0.024 �0.004 (� 0.009) 0.69 0.010 (� 0.009)
Pain on presentation 0.62 �0.07 (� 0.32) 0.83 0.28 (� 0.30)
cT classification 0.44 �0.36 (� 0.19) 0.06 0.61 (� 0.16)
cN classification 0.45 �0.06 (� 0.13) 0.63 0.34 (� 0.11)
Skin invasion 0.63 �0.29 (� 0.43) 0.50 0.25 (� 0.41)
Facial nerve dysfunction 0.91 �0.50 (� 0.37) 0.18 0.14 (� 0.31)

NWHHT: Dutch Head and Neck Oncology Cooperative Group; SE: standard error; cT: clinical T classification; cN: clinical N classification.
a Resulting from the Wald test.

TABLE 5
Optimal Weights in PS2 for the NWHHT Data Set

Variable Original weights3
Univariate optimal change
(� SE) P valuea

Multivariate weights
(� SE)

Age at diagnosis 0.018 �0.003 (� 0.010) 0.74 0.006 (� 0.010)
cT classification 0.39 �0.34 (� 0.20) 0.10 0.54 (� 0.18)
cN classification 0.34 �0.24 (� 0.13) 0.070 0.41 (� 0.14)
Skin invasion 0.70 �0.12 (� 0.46) 0.81 0.35 (� 0.43)
Facial nerve dysfunction 0.56 �0.27 (� 0.43) 0.54 0.11 (� 0.38)
Perineural growth 0.78 �0.64 (� 0.39) 0.097 0.26 (� 0.38)
Positive surgical margins 0.65 �0.33 (� 0.34) 0.34 0.27 (� 0.33)

NWHHT: Dutch Head and Neck Oncology Cooperative Group; SE: standard error; cT: clinical T classification; cN: clinical N classification.
a Resulting from the Wald test.
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served on inclusion of the time interaction term (P
� 0.82). The increasing risk associated with increas-
ing PS2 remains stable in time. There may be some
doubt regarding the linearity of the relation between
PS2 and ln (hazard) (P � 0.052). This can be ob-
served in Figure 2, in which the prognoses of the two
patient groups with the best prognosis do not
clearly diverge.

DISCUSSION
Treatment Results
The 5-year survival rate of 65% compares favorably
with the rates reported in the literature, which range
from 46% to 71%.18 –22 The observed 5-year recur-
rence-free rate of 62% is also similar to the result of
Spiro,21 who reported that 55% of patients were recur-
rence free at 5 years, and to Vander Poorten et al.,3

who reported that 64% of patients were recurrence
free in their source population. Although some recur-
rences may still occur as follow-up time is extended,
the patient group used for this external validation can
be considered representative of patients with parotid
carcinoma in general.

Clinical and Statistical Validation
General methodologic considerations
The prognostic model was developed and validated
using a representative, well defined patient sample at
a similar point in their disease course (recurrence
from the first day of definitive treatment). Median
follow-up in the source population was adequate (94
months) and considerably less in the validation sam-
ple (52 months), but was more in line with the real
ability to follow these patients.23–26 The outcome re-
currence, of highest interest to the cancer patient,27

can be objective and unbiased insofar as follow-up is
adequate. Quantification of the adequacy of the sur-
gery performed is, in general, a difficult matter, and is
all the more so in a retrospective multicenter study of
an uncommon disease like parotid carcinoma. We
have tried to quantify this aspect using the variables
positive surgical margins and spill. However, for the
former, the quality of the information is dependent on
the retrospective repeated effort of the pathologists at
the different participating centers; for the latter, the
information depends on sometimes different concepts
of tumor spill and on the adequacy of subsequently
writing down this information in the operative report.

Admittedly, the power of this study should ideally
be higher, as can be seen from the relatively large SE in
Table 3. In this respect, researchers’ possibilities are
limited by the uncommon and diversified disease un-
der study. Multiinstitutional retrospective data collec-
tion is required to gather an adequate amount of data

for statistical computations. Typical in this respect is
also the high number of missing values, another short-
coming of the study. However, the latter may not have
biased the main conclusions.

Patients with missing PS1 have a higher 5-year
recurrence rate: 52% (SE � 9%) versus 33% (SE � 6%)
for patients with known PS1, but this can still be
accounted for by chance (P � 0.078). The 47 patients
with unknown cT (49% 5-year disease-free rate) and
the 4 patients with unknown cN (three recurrences
within 2 years) contributed to this worse prognosis.

Patients with missing PS2 also display a higher
5-year recurrence rate: 58% (SE � 8%) versus 29% (SE
� 6%) for patients with known PS2. This is more than
can be accounted for by chance (P � 0.0009). This can
largely be explained by the nonsurgical patients with a
poor prognosis (n � 12, 10% 5-year disease-free rate)
for whom PS2 is unknown by definition. In addition,
patients with unknown PS2 more often have tumors
that are larger than 4 cm: 10 of 13 (77%) compared
with 54 of 171 (32%) for patients with known PS2. The
47 patients with unknown cT and the 4 patients with
unknown cN explain the worse prognosis for patients
with unknown PS2.

These findings will only bias the conclusions on
prognostic power of PS if the relation between true PS
and prognosis is different between patients with un-
known and known PS. Our data cannot provide evi-
dence for or against this. However, it seems unlikely.

For future patient file recordings, more effort
should be concentrated on accurate TNM classifica-
tion and recording of known prognostic factors before
treatment is instituted.

Clinical validation
The resulting patient groups and recurrence-free in-
terval curves are adequate for PS1. Correct ordering is
maintained (Fig. 1). For PS2, discrimination between
the two groups with the best prognosis is absent (Fig,
2), and thus worse than observed in the source pop-
ulation.3 These findings exemplify the expected over-
optimism in external validation attempts.7,8,28,29 In
fact, it is common in the construction of prognostic
models to allow overestimation of prognostic informa-
tion. Therefore, the subsequent finding and quantifi-
cation of this overoptimism (34% for PS1, 38% for PS2)
in external validation should not be surprising.6 When
comparing recurrence-free rates in the validation
sample with those in the source population (Table 3),
patients in the validation sample in categories PS1-
PS2 � 3 or 4 have lower recurrence rates. This obser-
vation can be explained by the fact that the majority of
patients with missing values, and thus missing PS,
have a poor prognosis, even when compared with the
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two groups with the higher PS. As discussed above,
patients with missing PS are to be located in PS
Groups 3 or 4.

As observed in other areas of literature regarding
prognostic scoring, applying a score to a validation
sample results in a decrease in concordance measure
C. This decrease from 0.80 to 0.74 for PS1 and from
0.78 to 0.71 for PS2 is comparable to that observed in
external validation studies of other, generally accepted
prognostic systems. The Dukes classification for rectal
carcinoma showed a concordance measure C of
0.84,30 which declined to 0.78 in the external valida-
tion by Jass et al.31 and to 0.74 in the study by Harrison
et al.32 A comparable decline from 0.8531 to 0.80 and
0.79 in the study by Harrison et al32 is observed for the
Jass classification system.

Statistical validation
These data provide no evidence to alter the weights of
the variables contributing to PS1 and PS2. The P val-
ues in Tables 4 and 5 indicate that the observed vari-
ation can be fully accounted for by chance alone. The
original weights are well within the 95% confidence
intervals (CI) of the weights calculated from the cur-
rent data (Tables 4, 5), even disregarding their own
SEs, with the exception of facial nerve dysfunction in
the case of PS1. The latter may in all probability be
explained by the SE of the original weight in combi-
nation with the multiple comparisons effect. Likewise,
there is no evidence for a change of the scale defini-
tion. We are not inclined to include in the model the
variables tumor spill and clinical grade of malignancy
according to the 1991 WHO classification.9 We believe
that the multiple comparisons phenomenon may well
be responsible for the apparent significance of these
variables. The multiple comparisons-corrected P val-
ues accompanying their addition were only 0.073 (9
� 0.0081) and 0.387 (9 � 0.043).33 In view of the
disadvantages of frequent changes in prognostic indi-
ces, the evidence for doing so should be really con-
vincing. Therefore, we choose not to do so at this
moment. However, if other studies consistently show
the importance of including these variables, we may
well change our opinion.

Admittedly, a prognostic index that does not in-
corporate a variable referring to histopathologic sub-
type may be counterintuitive to the clinician. As
pointed out in a previous discussion of our work de-
scribing the creation of the prognostic indices PS1 and
PS2,3 our analyses indicate that the information of
chance of recurrence carried by the histologic type
variable may already be accounted for by other im-
portant factors that are adopted in the model and that
are strongly associated with this variable. In the cur-

rent model, there is a significant association between
high-grade histology and advanced age, perineural
growth, irradical resection, T classification, and N
classification. The latter factors are in the model.
Combined, they provide more information than the
histology variable, making it unnecessary to include
the histology variable in the model.

Clinical Implications: Generalizability and Information
Generalizability, i.e., applicability of the index to pa-
tients outside the source population, requires trans-
portability.8 In this study, transportability regarding
location (geographic transportability) is addressed by
recruiting the validation sample from tertiary referral
centers all over The Netherlands. Transportability in
time (historic transportability) is difficult to prove be-
cause of the scarce incidence of parotid carcinoma.
However, it is partly addressed by the fact that the
validation sample was recruited over a shorter and
later time span than the source population. Transport-
ability in methodology is partly addressed by the fact
that, in spite of using the same standardized registra-
tion sheet, there were many more missing values in
the validation sample than in the source population.
Nevertheless, an acceptable performance was ob-
served. With less missing values, the validation is ex-
pected to be even more convincing. Transportability
in follow-up is addressed by the shorter follow-up
period (52 months) in this validation compared with
94 months for the source population. The acceptable
loss in concordance measure C, as well as the absent
evidence for a changing effect of PS with time, sug-
gests that PS1 and PS2 are relatively robust to differ-
ences in the follow-up period.

Summarizing generalizability, the five-level hier-
archy of external validity for predictive systems, as
proposed by Justice et al.,8 can be used to describe the
actual level of evidence for clinical usefulness of our
indices (Table 6). We are confident of having reached
Level 3 (multisite validation). Further studies should
assess whether Levels 4 and 5 can be reached by the
PS indices for parotid carcinoma.

A validated prognostic index is invaluable for pa-
tient and doctor information. The patient’s question
regarding the chance for a complete and definitive
cure after this first treatment27 can now be answered
in the form of a statement before treatment, modifi-
able by findings in the resection specimen, concerning
the likelihood of tumor recurrence, in a specified pe-
riod of 5 years. Accuracy, as reflected by the 95% CI,
could be better in this respect. The prediction should
be seen at the group level and not at the individual
level. Variability in the expected outcomes can be
explained to patients by discussing their specific set of
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prognostic factors. Admittedly, the information con-
tained in a probability or survival-type curve, which is
further compounded by its imprecision, will be diffi-
cult to grasp by most patients. However, they will be
relieved to know that there is only about a 10% chance
of recurrent disease within the next 5 years, but they
will be worried if that chance of recurrent disease is
60%, and correctly so in both cases. Based on the best
information available provided by the doctor, patients
can make informed decisions on a course of action.

A prognostic model also constitutes important
scientific information for the physician. The model
provides a better understanding of prognostic deter-
minants of a disease, stimulates future research, and
these indirectly had a relevant impact on better pa-
tient care.34 A direct impact is also frequently ascribed
to a prognostic model, particularly when the discrim-
ination is used to stratify patients by stage of disease
severity so as to compare treatments within these
stages. This precursor role to direct impact cannot be
claimed for this model. The uncommon incidence, as
well as the lack of variability in the current treatment
options, makes this disease unsuitable for therapeutic
trials. Therefore, a treatment decision-guiding impact
of PS1 and PS2 is not to be expected. However, this
first result of multicenter data collection could lead to
multicenter studies of treatment (e.g., within the
NWHHT or the European Organization on Research
and Treatment of Cancer).

To meet the required user-friendly aspect,33 a com-
puterized downloadable fill-out form (available from
URL: http://www.uzleuven.be/parotid) has been devel-
oped. For a specific patient, presenting with a specific set
of prognostic factors, the program provides the clinician
with the 5-year recurrence-free rate, the relative risk for
recurrence, and the recurrence-free interval curve.

Conclusions
Apart from being the next step in the ongoing scien-
tific process of understanding the disease parotid car-
cinoma, this validated prognostic score contributes to
the scientific prognostic information of physician and
patient.6,34 PS1 and PS2 performed well in this valida-
tion sample. We did not find evidence for improve-
ment. The indices allow a validated quantification of
the prognosis of a parotid carcinoma patient by using
a weighted combination of the parameters of age,
pain, cT and cN classification, skin invasion, facial
nerve dysfunction, perineural growth, and involved
surgical margins. A quantified prognosis in terms of
the recurrence-free interval may be of use to the pa-
tient, as well as for performing clinical trials and guid-
ing clinical decisions. To our knowledge, there are no
other examples in the literature of validated prognos-
tic scores for patients with parotid carcinoma. We
await enthusiastic independent investigators all over
the world to get us up to the next level.
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